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I

n the annals of reservoir
building, Jumbles is a
late comer, opened by
Her Majesty the Queen
in 1971. It is a truly
delightful amenity for sailing,
fishing and, of course, walking
as the following route shows.
Directions: 1. Leave the
car park passing the useful
little building (toilets)
with Jumbles Reservoir on
your left. After passing the
Information Centre follow
a broad track that hugs the
shoreline passing through
a pleasantly wooded area as
you proceed northwards.
After half a mile the
track reaches the end of
the reservoir with a wide
footbridge on the left
crossing Bradshaw Brook.
Keep ahead to enter steepsided and wooded Bradshaw
Valley. As the route comes
close to Turton Bottoms
it crosses the stream by a
cobbled bridge and then a
short distance ahead forks
right to re-cross it over a
packhorse bridge. As you
reach a cobbled area, bear
right to pass Printer’s Court,
a row of attractive cottages,
and then turn left on to a
footpath. You reach a lane
which bears left, and then
turn right towards a modern
housing development. Bear
right to join a track and then
at a wooden gate turn left
up a flight of stone steps to
climb to a rise just below an
isolated mill chimney, one of
the few mill chimneys in the
area not knocked down by
Fred Dibnah. Go left through
a gate and follow the path to

enter pasture above a pair of
mill lodges on the left.
Climb to a wooden gate
to the left of a tall conifer
and then follow the path
to a metal kissing gate
before dropping down to a
footbridge. Cross this and
turn right following a stream
up to an elaborate weir. Turn
left and left again, climbing
steeply through woods to
reach a kissing gate leading
onto a track opposite the
Barlow Institute. Turn left
and soon after enter a field.
Skirting the wall to the right
pass through a kissing gate on
a narrow path. Keep to it as it
turns right, passing cottages
to put you on Bolton Road.
2. Turn left. At the Black Bull
turn right on to a footpath.
This leads down to the end of
Wayoh Reservoir. Turn left to
cross the dam. At the far side
continue on the reservoir’s
service road. This leads first
to Embankment Road and
then Greens Arms Road on
the edge of Chapeltown. Turn

left and walk into the village.
At the Chetham Arms turn
right to follow a track leading
downhill to a level crossing
over the railway line. Cross,
and keeping left of a modern
development take a footpath
into pasture. Keeping to
the wall on the left climb to
arrive at a gate leading onto a
broad track. Turn left.
Now on the Witton
Weavers Way (The Warpers
Trail), in 300yds the track
meets a lane. Here bear left as
it takes you over the railway
by a castellated bridge,
installed by the landowner
when the Blackburn to
Bolton line was constructed
in 1848. The lane beyond
drops down to Chapeltown
Road (B6391), passing Turton
Tower on your left. This was
originally built in the 15th
century as a pele tower. Over
the years, additions have
created the fine country
house you see today.
3. At the road turn left and
then after 200yds turn

right on to a footpath close
to a Second World War
pillbox. The path climbs at
first, and then soon drops
through woodland to arrive
at Jumbles Reservoir. Before
the broad footbridge (passed
on the far side near the start
of the walk) turn right on a
path following the shore to
your left. The route passes a
small reservoir on the right
to reach a car parking area for
the sailing club. From here
turn left over a footbridge
to join a broad track. Keep
ahead until a wooden fence
on the left signals the start
of properties which are on
Grange Road. After passing
Grange Manor on the left
take the second footpath on
the left which takes you into
Ousel Nest Meadows. Follow
the path as it drops to below
the dam end of Jumbles
Reservoir to a green painted
footbridge. On the far side
climb steeply through trees
to arrive at the starting point.
Food and Drink: There are
a number of places en route
to stop for refreshment. That
we highlight the Chetham
Arms is due to the fact that
when the Dotcom Walkers
visited it in February the pub
received high ratings for its
excellent food and service.
l Walk devised by Stuart
Holley.

Factfile
START: Jumbles Country Park
Information Centre and café
BL2 4JS
DISTANCE: 5½ miles, 9k
TIME: 2½-3½ hours
GRADE: Mainly easy with a few
short climbs
MAP: OS Explorer 287 West
Pennine Moors

David Mitchell stars as William Shakespeare in Ben Elton’s new
sitcom, Upstart Crow

BEN ELTON: THE
NEW LORD REITH

Y

ou may not
have noticed,
but this week
the future of
the BBC was
under discussion.
The Culture Secretary,
John Whittingdale – yes,
that guy, you know, from
those stories a couple of
weeks ago – published a
White Paper setting out
the Government’s plans
for the corporation.
Apocalyptic stories
building up to Thursday’s
announcement suggested
the Tories were planning
on turning it into a
Government mouthpiece,
controlled by ministers
and filled with wall-towall documentaries
on Andrew Campbell
Bannerman and the
Marquess of Salisbury.
However, more
climbdowns than a PGL
abseiling course saw the
BBC largely spared – this
time at least – from major
changes. One key point
did emerge – according to
the White Paper, the BBC
should be “distinctive,
high quality” and should
also “have greater levels
of creative ambition”.
So where would that
leave Ben Elton’s new
sitcom, Upstart Crow
(BBC2, Mondays, 10pm)?
On the face of it, this
sitcom Shakespeare
is a retread of Elton’s
Blackadder series: the
Elizabethan setting; the
faux-period music; the
mix of arcane language
and modern slang; the
manservant who is the
butt of the jokes.

Such is the familiar
feel, it would have a
MailOnline commenter
frothing over his keyboard
about repeats.
Can you hear the but
coming?
But, this is something
different. For a start, it’s
very funny, something
you can’t say about other
recent BBC sitcoms. I’m
looking at you, I Want My
Wife Back.
There is a running gag
about the Bard (David
Mitchell) using two words
where one would do –
his nose, for example,
becomes “two tunnels
which lie beneath the
bridge”.
And his family – the
usual sitcom sensible
wife, sulky teenager
daughter and crotchety
parents – have a lengthy
discussion about the
meaning of “wherefore”,
and why Juliet’s asking the
reason for her lover being
called Romeo, and not
Montague.
“Should I say
‘Montague, Montague,
where are you
Montague?’” asks Will.
“No,” says his wife (Liza
Tarbuck), “cos that sounds
like she’s lost her cat.”
In between, you can
learn quite a lot about
Shakespeare and his
times, as the show is
packed with historical
nuggets.
So, is it distinctive? Not
really.
But it does inform,
educate and entertain,
and what more could you
ask for, eh John?

